Localized spirals in Taylor-Couette flow.
We present a type of spiral vortex state that appears from a supercritical Hopf bifurcation below the linear instability of circular Couette flow in a Taylor-Couette system with rigid end plates. These spirals have been found experimentally as well as numerically as "pure" states but also coexist with "classical" spirals (or axially standing waves for smaller systems) which typically appear from linear instability in counterrotating Taylor-Couette flow. These spiral states have an axial distribution of the strongly localized amplitude in the vicinity of the rigid end plates that confine the system in the axial direction. Furthermore, they show significantly different oscillation frequencies compared to the critical spiral frequencies. Despite the localization of the amplitude near the ends, the states appear as global states with spirals that propagate either toward the middle from each end of the system or vice versa. In contrast to classical spirals, these states exhibit a spatial or a spatiotemporal reflection symmetry.